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Manager,
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Manager,
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Senior Director
Buildings and Grounds
Melnick, Phillip R.

Manager
Maintenance Programs
Vacant

Supervisor
Electrical Integrity Programs
Barefoot, Douglas A.

- 8 - Elect. Integrity Analyst (310/3)
- 1 - Lead Elect. Int. Analyst (310/1)
- 1 - PM Worker Elect. (309/5)

Facilities
Supervisor 3
Vacant

- 3 - Electrician A (309/3)
- 7 - PM Worker Electrical (309/5)

Supervisor
Elevator Systems
Gates, Mark S.

- 1 - Lead Vibration Analyst (322/1)
- 1 - Lead Elevator Tech (311/1)
- 1 - Elevator Systems Tech (311/2)
- 5 - Elevator Tech (311/3)
- 1 - Maint. Mechanic HVAC & Vibration (322/5)
- 3 - Maint. Worker Elevator (311/5)
- 1 - Vibration Analyst (322/3)

Supervisor
Environmental System Programs
Jackson, Michael D.

- 6 - Environmental Systems Tech (323/2)
- 10 - Heat & Vent Tech (323/3)
- 6 - HVAC Mechanic (323/5)
- 1 - Lead Tech, Environmental Systems (323/1)

Supervisor
Hydronics Programs
Lucas, Corey J.

- 1 - Lead Water Analyst (396/2)
- 1 - Mech., Water Treatment & Analysis (396/3)
- 2 - Oil/Gas Burner Tech (328/3)
- 3 - Oil/Gas PM Worker (328/6)
- 2 - Specialized Equip. Tech (337/2)
- 6 - Water Analyst (396/6)

Supervisor
Supervisor
Second Shift Preventative Maintenance
Ferraro, Vincent J.

- 1 - Maint. Helper, Fire Extinguisher (315/08)
- 3 - Maint. Worker, Fire Extinguisher (315/06)
- 5 - Maint. Worker, Fire Suppression (315/05)
- 2 - PM Refrigeration Tech (339/6)
- 9 - PM Worker (323/06)
- 1 - Water Analyst (396-6)

Supervisor
Roofing & General Maintenance Programs
Vacant

- 1 - Area Facilities Maint. Worker (395/06)
- 1 - Lead Roofer-Carpenter (341/3)
- 6 - Roofer/Carpenter (341/5)